
CLINICAL NLP SOLUTIONS



‣ Emtelligent was created to provide the world’s highest quality medical 
natural language processing solution 
  

‣ Our proprietary deep learning EmtelliPro processing engine quickly and 
accurately delivers discrete data for use in the million new applications 
needed to fix healthcare 

WHAT WE DO



BACKGROUND

‣ Emtelligent was founded by  
‣ a Harvard-trained Radiologist with a Master’s degree in Computer 

Networking and  
‣ an internationally recognized Professor of Computer Science and expert in 

Natural Language Processing 

‣ Together, they developed a proprietary deep-learning NLP engine to 
understand the entirety of the complex language of medicine 



WHY

‣ As a practicing radiologist, our CEO saw the implementation of electronic 
health records overwhelm his colleagues in a sea of data: He witnessed life-
saving information become complicated to access and difficult to understand 

‣ “During a typical 11.4-hour workday, primary care physicians spent nearly 
six hours on data entry and other tasks with EHR systems.” 
             - University of Wisconsin and AMA

http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/ama-demands-ehr-overhaul-calls-them-poorly-designed-and-implemented?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWkdZNU9XRXpOamxsWVROaSIsInQiOiJUMjY3UmNvcGdkT1EwN1NnUHZONFRpU0U2Vlwvc3cwZEc0dFFcLzdxMzgySWNqcW1qTlFEdGVtWE8rcjkwUHN3QU9xb1RiQ1E0QU55b3FlblB2MDdxSDlNQ0ZjbTlMVUtTb3hZZ3poN29aMzV0M1FyNDg0SU9pU0RnMUtyTGQ1eTE3In0=


WHY NOW

‣ Worldwide, AI spending will grow to $12.5B in 2017 and to $46B by 2020, 
massively changing industries, especially healthcare 

‣ Global technology companies are rushing into healthcare, spending on AI as a 
priority, while existing healthcare-tech companies bolster their products with AI 
features 

‣ Emtelligent’s engine integrates with any EHR and is highly extensible, 
allowing developers to build new apps with ease and speed

http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/artificial-intelligence-spending-surge-2017-hit-46-billion-2020?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTURWaE5XUmtNMkl4TkRneSIsInQiOiJpNU9pN294aEpRWWM5NHdWRmZGWFZpSDBGSjFpWThLK0Z3NEJsVFFLYUlybkFBelhSM21ybzUrNXMxWXpRdXkyRHVGNTBFRUVKQngzTzhuVjdDZVV3Zkhlck5uRXZaRllhaFg1T1RhZ1wvYnNHZEtuUmg4dGhrNUdKQmRLUjc3S1AifQ==


CUSTOMERS

‣ EHR vendors and medical tech companies needing medical NLP to power 
their apps 

‣ Heath authorities, hospitals and clinics needing apps to lower costs, and 
improve provider efficiency and patient care  

‣ Research hospitals, pharmaceutical companies and contract research 
organizations (CROs) needing high-quality medical NLP to accelerate research 
and identify cohorts  



1. EmtelliPro - Our medical reports processing engine 
‣ Available for customers who wish to use the processed data for their 

own research or applications 

2. EmtelliSuite - Our clinical app suite 
‣ Six doctor-tested apps delivering efficiency-boosting solutions for care 

providers, administrators and researchers 

TWO PRODUCTS 



‣ Processes reports with high precision and recall, aided by our deep learning 
models that parse out the confusing unstructured text of reports 

‣ Stores the extracted information in a relational database that can be easily 
accessed by any healthcare app 

‣ Can be provided as either a cloud-based service via HIPAA-compliant cloud 
solutions, or on an appliance to sit in an institution’s data centre 

EMTELLIPRO



UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE

‣ The main challenge in machine reading and comprehension of medical and 
clinical reports is identifying entities and assertions about these entities 

‣ In a sample of clinical reports we obtain 96% accuracy in assertion detection, 
using early-stage models on challenging examples, beating the state of the art 
methods based on judgements by medical experts 

‣ Previous work has been unable to apply deep learning methods to this 
problem: Wu et al.“Negation’s Not Solved: Generalizability Versus 
Optimizability in Clinical Natural Language Processing”

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0112774
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0112774
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0112774


EMTELLISUITE
‣ We’ve built our own apps, ready for clinical or research use, that show off the power of our NLP engine
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FOUNDING TEAM 

‣ Practicing Radiologist 
‣ Vice-Chair, Clinical Informatics, University of 

British Columbia Department of Radiology 
‣ 24 years IT experience including Bell 

Canada and Nortel Networks

‣ Full Professor of Computer Science at 
Simon Fraser University  

‣ Machine Learning for Natural Language 
Processing expert  

‣ More than 60 research publications with 
over 2300 citations

‣ 15+ years experience as Producer for 
tech companies including Bell Canada 
and Electronic Arts 

‣ Managed teams of over 200 and projects 
individually valued at over $50M

‣ 30+ years experience building and 
financing public and private companies  

‣ Co-founder of ID Biomedical to its $1.7B 
acquisition by GlaxoSmithKline  

‣ Co-founder of Corriente Resources to its 
$750M acquisition by CRCC and Tongling 
Nonferrous Metals

CTO: Anoop Sarkar, PhD

CEO: Tim O’Connell M.Eng, M.D. COO: Jeff O’Connell

Chairman: Dan Carriere



Tim O’Connell, M.Eng, MD 
CEO 

tim@emtelligent.ai

Anoop Sarkar, PhD 
CTO 

anoop@emtelligent.ai

THANK YOU. 

Learn more today at www.emtelligent.ai 
Or contact us directly at:

mailto:tim@emtelligent.ai
mailto:anoop@emtelligent.ai
http://www.emtelligent.ai

